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Abstract  - Data mining offers an effective solution to

biotech in that it requires no additional experiments, adds no

new equipment, and causes no interruptions to operations.

The most important role of data mining is the ability to

separate data into different classes so that an accurate model

can be built. This paper reports a map recognition (MREC)

method and its application to biotech field. As a powerful

data mining solution, MREC consists of data separation,

hidden projection, back mapping, feature selection, and

model building. The solution can be quantitative or

qualitative depending on the pattern of the original data set.

Examples using MREC are given to demonstrate its efficacy

in drug manufacturing process.
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I. Introduction to Drug Design and Production

1.1 Yield Enhancement in Drug Production

Drug manufacturing processes can be broadly

classified into two methods: synthetic and

fermentation. In synthetic methods, the production

flow in general consists of many steps described by a

production flow chart. The process usually starts from

a raw material that can be converted into a number of

intermediate products by a series of chemical reactions

with other compounds. In drug production, yield is

defined as the productivity (amount of product) per

unit of raw materials, while manufacturing productivity

is defined as the amount of the product in each batch of

production (such as from a fermentation tank).

In synthetic drug manufacturing, the production flow

charts are usually long, consisting of many steps, but

the overall yield of final products is usually low. For

example, if a synthetic process includes five steps and

the yield of each step is 80%, the overall yield is equal

to 32.07%. If we increase the yield of each step up to

95%, the overall yield will be is increased to 77.38%.

In other words, the overall yield will be more than

doubled when the step yield is slightly increased and

the same amount of raw materials and manpower are

used in each step.

Therefore, it is of great economic value to find

methods that enhance the overall yield by optimizing

the yield in each step in synthetic drug production.

Data mining techniques have been used to process the

chemical synthesis data in each step to find the "best"

condition for yield enhancement. It can help increase

business profit with little investment. Indeed, many

chemical processes involving organic chemical

reactions have been optimized with significant

economic effects by data mining

Another type of drug production process is the

fermentation process where drugs such as antibiotics

are produced in a fermentation tank. It is well known

that fermentation processes are, in most cases, very

sensitive to a large number of influencing factors. They

are usually so complicated that it is very difficult to

find an optimization model to enhance the overall

production yield. Data mining offers an effective

solution to this problem by finding the best operation

parameters to significantly enhance production yield.



1.2 Drug Design Issues

A major issue (a target) in drug design is to discover

quantitative relationships between a drug’s molecular

structure, i.e., the way drug molecules are arranged,

and its bioactivity, i.e., the effect of medicine or

toxicity.  It is also desirable to find relationships in

molecule-molecule interactions, for example, the drug

molecule-DNA molecule interaction.  The bioactivity

of a drug is, in most cases, experimentally measured by

conducting animal tests. The molecular structure is

usually described by a number of design parameters or

features (factors).

Inventing a new drug by drug screening is a very

lengthy, troublesome, and expensive task. People have

to synthesize a huge number of new compounds, and

test their bio-activities and toxicity. This is followed by

biological tests and clinical tests before production.

Drug design uses a series of computational methods to

make "predictions" based on theoretical reasoning and

modeling, in order to increase the efficiency of

screening processes in exploring new drugs. Although

these "prediction results" may not be 100% optimal,

they can save huge amount of investment capital in

drug screening, by giving design advisory or

approximate models that are better than those obtained

by human experiments. Data mining offers a powerful

tool for finding such relationships among the various

properties and parameters in drug screening.

1.3 Drug Diffusion Capability

Another very important issue in drug design is related

to the diffusion capability of the molecules of a drug in

human body, where the inner part of each cell is like a

water solution, and the wall of each cell, made of oil-

like materials, has the nature of "oil".  For instance, if a

drug can kill bacteria effectively but can not reach

them in the human body, it is of no use.

A drug can diffuse quickly if it has suitable solubility

both in “water” and in "oil". This issue is usually

expressed by the octanol-water distribution of drug

molecules.  Sometimes we have no experimental data

about this distribution, but want to use the molecular

structure of a drug to predict the octanol-water

distribution by a number of distribution coefficients

between octanol and water. How to effectively

calculate these coefficients is an important task.  Thus

identifying the relationship between molecular

structure and solubility of a drug is yet another

important task in drug research.

Oil (fat) and water can not dissolve each other, but they

form two distinct layers in human body.  However, if a

third matter (substance) is added to this "two-layer"

system, it will dissolve partially in oil and partially in

water. The ratio of the concentration of this third

matter in oil to that in water is called "coefficient of

distribution," or "distribution coefficient".  If a matter

(substance) can dissolve in water but not in oil, the

distribution coefficient is 0.0. If it dissolves in oil only,

the coefficient will be infinity.  Since human body is a

mixture of water and oil (fat), the drug diffusion

process in human body depends on the distribution

coefficient of this drug in water and in oil.  Ideally, it

should not be too large or too small; otherwise its

diffusion will be prevented by water and/or by oil.

Since octanol is "oil-like", drug scientists use a drug’s

distribution coefficient in water and in octanol to

correlate the diffusion ability of a drug in human body.

1.4 Organization of the Paper

In this paper we present the principle of the MREC

method and its application to drug manufacturing.  A

number of techniques have been developed and built

into the MasterMiner software suite.  The software

provides a set of effective and user-friendly tools to

solve general data mining problems where various

intrinsic data structures (models) manifest themselves.

Section 2 reviews various computational methods, with

discussions on their advantages and limitations. Section



3 describes the proposed hyperspace data mining

techniques including data separability, envelope

method, feature selection and reduction, auto-boxing

method. Section 4 shows a few real-world examples of

using MasterMiner in biotech applications.

II. Problem Background

By nature, drug design or manufacturing is an

optimization problem, and methods in pattern

recognition and data mining can be used to offer

effective solutions. Most pattern recognition methods

are based on the computerized recognition of the

multidimensional graphs (or their two-dimensional

projections) of the distribution of samples from

different classes in a multidimensional space.

Independent variables (often called system input,

features or factors) influencing the target (dependent

variable or system output) are used to span a

multidimensional space.

We can describe samples of different classes as points

with different symbols in these spaces. Various pattern

recognition methods can be used to “recognize” the

patterns shown in the graph of distribution zones of

different samples. In this way, a mathematical model

can be obtained that describes the relationship (or

regularity) among targets and factors. If we adjust

criterion of classification, semi-quantitative models

describing the regularities can be found at medium

level of noise.

Unlike regression methods (linear regression, nonlinear

regression, logistic regression, etc.) or the artificial

neural networks (ANN) [4] that provide quantitative

solutions, pattern recognition methods often provide

semi-quantitative or qualitative solutions as well. This

is of course a limitation of pattern recognition methods.

However, this is not always a disadvantage, because

many data sets exhibit strong noise, and a quantitative

calculation would be too precise to represent them.

Besides, practical problems in many cases are of the

“yes or no” type. For example, a problem may be

stated as “whether a chemical reaction will occur or

not”, or “whether an intermetallic compound will form

or not.” Pattern recognition is especially suited to

offering adequate solutions to these types of problems.

As an important part of informatics, chemometrics and

phamakocinetics, traditional techniques of pattern

recognition, such as linear and nonlinear regression,

partial least square (PLS) and artificial neural networks

(ANN), have been widely applied to materials and

drugs design for many years.  In pattern recognition

applications, the PLS method are usually used to find

quantitative structure-activity relationships. However

non-linearity exists among target and factors, and PLS

often fails to give meaningful results. Commercial

software products, based on a single computational

technique, such as nonlinear or linear regression, ANN

method, or PLS, are used in daily analysis at drug

companies. MasterMiner™ software has a number of

noticeable advantages over those based on pure ANN

or pure regression (such as PCA). In particular, its data

separability and the classification power on bio-active

and bio-inactive compounds have been proved to be

very effective in practice.

Data Mining

Data mining [1] [5] [6] is the process of discovering

meaningful new correlations, patterns and trends by

sifting through large amounts of data stored in

repositories, using pattern recognition technologies as

well as statistical and mathematical techniques.  Data

mining in fact is an optimization technique, and it has

found practical applications in designing and

diagnosing products or process in various industries,

including steel making, power generators, petro-

chemical, materials design and manufacturing, drug

screening and production, and operations management



[1] [8].

Data mining techniques [1] [2] [5] [6] [7] offer

effective solutions to biotech, and are especially

suitable for processing complex data sets in non-linear,

highly noisy, and multivariate environment. It is used

to build effective data models for control and

prediction.  Since complex data are common in many

practical applications, traditional linear regression

method is not appropriate, and advanced techniques are

needed.  In real-world applications, different

techniques of soft computing are synergistic rather than

competitive.

Feature Selection Issue

Drug design seeks to identify relationships between the

structure of molecules and the bio-activity of drugs.

How to select and use the design parameters to

describe the molecular structure of a drug is a

complicated problem.  Molecular structure can be

described by various parameters, including: (1) partial

atomic charges in molecule studied by quantum

chemical calculation; (2) intensity and format of the

electrostatic field surrounding molecules studied by

semi-empirical methods; (3) geometric arrangements of

water molecules around the molecule; (4) dynamic

parameters of drug molecules studied by molecular

mechanics calculation; and (5) bio-activity parameters

obtained by biological tests.

Up to now, features are extracted by human

intelligence in most drug design cases.  For example,

some medical chemists believe that for some molecules

the structure of "three oxygen atoms spanning a certain

angle" favors the bio-activity of some anti-tumor drugs.

This is discovered by human brain, but not by

computers. Molecular structure is very complicated and

it is often described by a large number of design

parameters.  The difficulty is how to choose the right

set, or a reduced subset, of design parameters that

correlate the bioactivity to the structure of drug

molecules for the best result.  It seems that such

empirical rules can also be discovered by effective

computer software that implements a few powerful

criteria for feature selection and reduction.

Data Separation

The data separability criteria, implemented in the

MasterMiner software, are rather useful in selecting

key factors that influence the bioactivity of a drug.

People often use nonlinear regression in drug design.

MasterMiner software has been proved by real-world

examples to be very useful in simplifying the selection

of nonlinear terms in regression.   It has been compared

favorably against other popular software products,

since it uses far less terms in mathematical models, and

produces lower PRESS (prediction residue error

squared sum) value (< 0.3) in data modeling.

Hansch analysis provides another standard for new

drug screening.  It describes the "affinity" of an organic

compound toward "water" and "oil-like liquids".  Since

a drug usually needs to diffuse through human body

before it arrives at the focus of infection, molecules of

drugs must be soluble both in aqueous medium and oil-

like medium. Hansch analysis uses water-octanol

distribution coefficient of a drug compound to describe

the ability of drug diffusion in human body.

Two critical questions need to be answered in any drug

design: (1) how to find the relationship between these

diffusion coefficients and bio-activity, and (2) how to

find the relationship between the molecular structure

and the distribution coefficient in water and octanol?

These questions can be answered by data mining and

modeling solutions offered by MasterMiner.

III.  MREC - A Hyperspace Data Mining Method

MREC (Map RECognition by hidden projection) is a



novel approach to statistical pattern recognition and it

outperforms the classical PCA (principle component

analysis), Fisher and PLS methods. It is equally

applicable to many nonlinear problems ranging from

chemistry and materials analysis and designs to pattern

recognition to general optimization. MREC

methodology includes (1) data separation by a hidden

geometric transform, (2) feature selection by data

geometric pattern (“one-sided” or “inclusive” type),

and (3) building model that reduces a complex

nonlinear problem to a set of simple linear models in

sub-spaces.

MREC Background

Statistical pattern recognition methods are based on

computerized recognition of m-D graphs (or their 2-D

projections) of sample distribution in m-D space.

Independent variables (features) influencing the model

are used to span an m-D space. If one can describe

samples of different classes as points with different

colors in the space, a mathematical model can be

obtained that describes the relationship (regularity)

between target functions and features.  Unlike the

regression methods (linear, nonlinear, logistic

regression, etc.) or the neural nets that provide

quantitative solutions, MRE can provides semi-

quantitative and qualitative, as well as quantitative

solutions. This is advantageous because real-world data

exhibit strong noise, and quantitative models would be

too precise to represent them. The PCA-based

regression builds linear models without data separation

(see Fig-1), whereas MREC regression first tries to

separates data, and then builds more realistic models

from a reduced set of data (see Fig-2).

Data Separation

The data separability test of MREC is designed to

investigate the possibility of separating data from

different populations or clusters in the hyperspace.

Building a model for a non-linear problem is possible

only if the data set is separable.

Fig-1. No data separation by PCA.

Fig-2 Good separation just after 1 projection by MREC

At each iteration, MREC chooses the “best” projection

map with maximum separation from a series of hidden

projections, and discards those samples outside the

optimal zone (see the red box in Fig-2).  After each

projection, samples of class “1” (red) are automatically

enclosed by a “tunnel” (two projections are shown to

form an “auto-square” in Fig-3), and a reduced data set

is formed that contains only samples within this

“tunnel.”  Then a second MREC is performed on this

reduced set to obtain the next “best” projection to

further separate data into classes.  After a series of such



projections, a complete (close to 100%) separation

could be realized, and the resulting data set is used to

build an accurate model. The physical meaning of

MREC is explained by Fig-3, where each “auto-

square” represents two “tunnels” in the original m-d

space, and several such tunnels would form a hyper-

polyhedron in space. This hyper-polyhedron, enclosing

all “1” (red) but no (or few) “2” (blue) samples, defines

an optimal zone in the m-d space. MREC has been

shown to be much more powerful than various

regression methods. When data separability is not

good, two reasons are possible: (1) the data are too

noisy, and (2) the form of the optimal zone (region of

“1” samples) is complicated and cannot be described

by a single convex hyper-polyhedron. An effective

approach to the second type of inseparability is by

"local view" treatment whereby one can cut a

multidimensional space into several convex subspaces

to achieve better data separability in each of the

subspaces.

Back Mapping

Since MREC transforms data from the original

measurement space into a number of orthogonal sub-

spaces, one needs to back map the transformed data

into the original feature space to derive mathematical

models for practical use.  Two methods, called linear

and non-linear inverse mapping (LIM, NLIM) or PCBs

(principal component back-mapping) [8], have been

developed whereby a point in a low-dimensional

principal component subspace is back-projected to the

high-dimensional space of the original features. Let X

be a training set with n samples and m features, and Y

the sample set in the PC (principal component) space

corresponding to X in the original feature space, with

Y = XC, and C = {C1, C2, ... Cm}.  The columns of C

are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix D, with D

= XTX. The 2-d (Cu,Cv) sub-space of PCs is defined

as the main map where samples are assumed to be

completely classified. Let P represent an unknown

sample point in the main map, and it is described by

(ypu, ypv). In general, P is expected to be an optimal

sample if all its neighbors are also optimal samples. To

back transform P to the original space, i.e., to find X*
p,

one needs determine its boundary conditions;

otherwise, an uncertain solution will occur.

 Fig-3 An “auto-square” formed by two “tunnels.”

In non-linear inverse mapping (NLIM), denote dpj as

the distance from sample p to all known samples in the

subspace defined by the principal component

coordinates, (u, v), and dpj is the same distance as in

the original space.  A non-linear algorithm is used to

compute X*
p by minimizing a cost function E [8].

In linear inverse mapping  (LIM), besides the 2-d

(Cu, Cv) subspace of PCs, there exists an (m-2)-

dimensional subspace of PCs consisting of Ci (i = 1, 2,

..., m, for i ≠ u, v), since C is derived from D (m x m).

The projection of a point p, described by (ypv, ypv) in

the main map, is determined by ypi (i = 1, 2, ..., m and i

≠ u, v) in the (m-2)-dimensional subspace, and a set of

linear equations can be obtained as ∑
=

=
n

j

pjjkpk xcy
1

,

where k = 1, 2, ..., m. These equations can be solved

for the parameters of point p.  This linear inverse

mapping will always produce an exact solution.  Fig-4

and Table-1 show one example of the PCB algorithm

where a set of linear equations (inequalities) are

obtained from (red) class “1” samples inside the auto-

box and 100% data separation is achieved. These



equations constitute the mathematical model we

sought.

Fig-4 Modeling result of MREC with 100% separation.

Feature Reduction

The rate of data separation, R, is defined as R = (1-

N2/N1), where N1 and N2 are the number of "1"and

“2” samples inside the hyper-polyhedron respectively.

If > 70%, the separability is "acceptable," otherwise it

is "unsatisfactory.”  R is used as a criterion to reduce

features – a feature can be removed if R remains the

same after removing it. In practice, R has been used to

reduce feature number by 1/3 to 1/2.

Concave Polyhedron

Since MREC only forms a convex hyper-polyhedron, it

may not separate data when they form a concave

polyhedron in the space. In this case, the BOX method,

shown in Fig-5, offers a powerful solution whereby

samples of class “2” are cut off from the polyhedron so

that all samples inside are of type “1.”

IV.  Example - Fermentation of Glutamate

In glutamate fermentation, glucose solution is added

continuously every 30 minutes into the biochemical

reaction in a fermentation tank.  There are four targets

that need to be optimized simultaneously in the

fermentation process. They are:

1) Conversion rate (from glucose to glutamic acid) –

should be high

2) Productivity – should be high

3) Yield – should be high

4) Fermentation time period – should be short

Fig-5 Principle of the Auto-Box method

Table-1 MasterMiner Example: modeling by PCB.

all inequalities in original space:

+7.842<=0.465[a1]+24689[a2]+0.254[a3]+3.115[a4]<=+6.658

-0.045<=+1.089[a1]+5.236[a2]-0.907[a3]-1.317[a4]<=+05528

-6.243<=+3.560[a1]+5.031[a2]+3.369[a3]-5.570[a4]<=-6.321

-9.197<=+0.996[a1]-2.087[a2]-8.203[a3]-0.902[a4]<=-4.345

-3.447<=+1.801[a1]-4.041[a2]+3.015[a3]-6.572[a4]<=-7.235

-7.661<=+4.076[a1]+6.567[a2]-0.780[a3]-7.747[a4]<=-0.786

where [a1], a[2], a[3] and a[4] are original features. The Auto-

Box on the right covers all red points, showing 100% data

separation.

Features that Influence Yield

A fermentation process may take 20-30 or more hours.

Measurements of glucose feed would form a long time-

series of data which are divided into several segments,

each having tens of features. To compress information,

these segments are averaged to produce a

representative segment with a number of useful

features.  At the same time, the composition of the gas



in the biochemical reactor is detected by a gas sensor,

and glucose concentration in liquid phase is measured

by a glucose sensor.

Data Conditioning

Data of each batch (tank) was considered as one

sample.  Data from 80 production batches were used as

training set. To simplify data processing, data of each

fermentation period, which is usually 30 or more hours

long, was divided into three segments:

1st segment  - data from 0 to 12 hours

2nd segment  -data from 12 to 24 hours

3rd segment  - data from 24 hours to end

Some of data, including PH value, ventilation rate and

temperature, were then averaged in each of the three

segments to generate the averaged features for each

segment. Data samples were further classified into

three classes according to the range of these features:

• Class 1: the glucose-to-glutamate conversion rate

is larger than 50%, and the fermentation time is

less than 34 hours.

• Class 2: the glucose-to-glutamate conversion rate

is less than 49.5%, and the fermentation time is

larger than 34.5 hours.

• Class 3: the rest.

Feature Selection:

Features selected by MasterMiner include (1)

operation parameters, such as glucose feed amount,

tank temperature, ventilation (air flow rate), PH value

of the liquid in the tank, and etc., and (2) physical-

chemical data (as time series data) of liquors, such as

glucose concentration in liquid phase from a glucose

sensor, OD value (OD is an optical property of sugar,

e.g., glucose), gas phase composition of chemicals in

the biological reactor, and etc. Since a change in OD

value indicates a change in substance concentration or

composition, the OD value is a useful parameter for

monitoring the process. The complete set of features

for the overall fermentation process is listed below:

No. Feature Explanation

X1 transparency of liquor

X2 glucose concentration at starting point

X3 PH of liquor

X4 PH value at the final stage of germ plantation

X5 increase (change ) in OD value

X6 PH value in first segment (averaged)

X7 PH value in second segment (averaged)

X8 PH value in third segment  (averaged)

X9 average ventilation rate (m3/min) in 1st segment

X10 average ventilation (m3/min) in 2nd segment

X11 average ventilation (m3/min) in third segment

X12 temperature in 1st segment

X13 temperature in 2nd segment

X14 temperature in 3rd segment

Findings:

By PLS (partial least square) regression, it has been

found that no linear relationships existed among

features or between feature and target.  It therefore

seems impossible to change any single feature to

improve the targets. It appears that we have to define

the optimal zone directly in the multi-dimensional

hyperspace. By MasterMiner software, at last we found

that the optimal zone is near a hyper-plane. After

comparing the operation data against this hyper-plane,

we have adjusted four features {x4, x6, x7, x8} to

slightly lower than original values, and other

parameters slightly higher.  The results were rather

good.

After finding the boundary of the optimal zone,

MasterMiner also offers an operational advisory to the

fermentation technicians by adding and testing a

number of virtual samples to the optimal zone. A test

sample generated by MasterMiner that falls inside this

optimal zone is considered as an optimal sample, and it



could be expected to lead to the simultaneous

optimization of the 4 targets in fermentation. Three

such optimal samples, called predicted values, are

listed in the following table: (the mean value is used).

Table of  optimal samples by MasterMiner

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7

.37 -.14 .47 -.09 -.078 -.11 -.05

.84 -.13 .30 .03 -.016 .09 -.04

.56 -.01 .18 -.14 -.026 .01 -.03

X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 X13 X14

-.24 24 20 18 -.27 1.34 .59

-.20 33 30 46 .39 1.08 .64

-.12 -3 6 71 -.15 .74 .35

These predicted values were in good agreement with

the result obtained by another method whereby single

features were adjusted to search for the best operational

direction. However, some features, such as X2, were

not in agreement in these two methods.

MasterMiner offered the following advisory on this

fermentation production:

• PH value should  be slightly reduced

• Temperature should be slightly increased.

• Ventilation rate should be slightly increased.

Results:

In real-world fermentation operations at the client site,

the optimization of the four targets, i.e., conversion

rate, productivity, yield, and fermentation period, has

been achieved simultaneously by using the optimal

samples obtained by MasterMiner. Results from 390

production batches (tanks) were averaged to give the

following results:

• Conversion rate was increased by 2.90%,

• Yield was increased by 2.56%

• Productivity was increased by 1.45%

• Glucose was save by 1.43%.

• Profit generated: US $200,000 per year

The model obtained by MasterMiner has since been

used in production by the client with satisfactory

results.

V. Conclusions

This paper presents basic background on drug design

and manufacturing, reviews technologies in drug

processing, and proposes a hyper-space data mining

methodology. Data mining offers an effective solution

to biotech when combined with other pattern

recognition and statistical methods.  The most

important role of data mining is the ability to separate

data into different classes so that good models can be

obtained to describe the relationship between a drug’s

structure and its bio-activity.  The proposed data

mining methodology consists of data separability,

hidden projection, back mapping, feature selection and

reduction, and model building.  When data exhibit

linearity, a quantitative model can be built.  When they

exhibit non-linearity, a semi-quantitative or qualitative

model can be obtained.  Application examples  have

shown the efficacy of the proposed method in biotech.
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